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State-of-the-Art Fiber Solutions From Utah Scientific Ignite ‘Thunder Over
Louisville’ in Full HD
Utah Scientific’s UTAH-100/XFD fiber distribution frame with fiber transport
technology played a starring role in WDRB-TV’s all-HD live coverage of the
2016 Thunder Over Louisville event in Louisville, Kentucky. Over a single
bidirectional fiber, the UTAH-100/XFD supplied key content elements
and the main program feed for WDRB’s sprawling 22-camera coverage
of Thunder Over Louisville, an airshow and fireworks extravaganza that
marked the official opening of Kentucky Derby season in April.
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with fiber transport
Results
 Seamless bidirectional delivery of		
main program feed and			
supplemental content between on-site
van and WDRB studio
 Ironclad reliability for highly complex
and sprawling live production with 22
camera feeds
 Delivery of program feed over 10-mile
cable run with no signal degradation
 Outstanding support from Utah 		
Scientific team
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Upping the Ante on HD Coverage
With estimated average attendance of half a million, Thunder Over Louisville
has become the largest annual event in the Louisville region. As the local Fox
affiliate, WDRB-TV had provided the live broadcast of Thunder in three past
years, and its 2007 coverage marked the event’s first all-HD broadcast.
When chosen for the fourth time to cover Thunder Over Louisville in 2016,
WDRB worked with F&F Productions to double the full-HD production to 22
strategic shooting locations on both sides of the Ohio River. These included a
gimbal-mounted camera on a drone for bird’s-eye-view live footage (marking
the first time the FAA approved flying of a drone during an air show), a roving/
nontethered HD camera to capture spectators enjoying themselves, and a
camera shot from atop the 300-foot-tall Humana Corporation skyscraper to
capture the F16 fighters in the air show.
In another “first” for Thunder coverage, WDRB deployed Live-U cellular
bonding transmitters at two local airports, which enabled the station to cut
in exciting live footage from GoPro cameras mounted in the cockpits of the
aircraft participating in the air show.
For previous years, WDRB was able to access two “dark” fiber connections
for the production, but in 2016 the local cable company would only lease
the station a single fiber at considerable cost. WDRB needed state-of-the-art
signal routing gear that could handle the many complexities of the
production in a cost-effective manner using the single fiber link.
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A Powerful Single-Mode Fiber Solution
At the 2016 NAB Show, the station found its solution: Utah
Scientific’s UTAH-100/XFD fiber distribution frame with fiber
transport technology.
“Utah Scientific is known for its ability to design solutions that
reflect clients’ exact requirements. Therefore, when we presented our specifications to the Utah Scientific team, we knew
they would come back with a plan that would more than
meet our needs,” notes Gary Schroder, chief engineer, WDRBTV. “With the Utah Scientific gear, we were able to establish a
bidirectional and seamless fiber link between our production
truck, located at ground zero for the fireworks, and the WDRB
studio about three miles away.”

Going the Distance With No Loss of
Signal Quality

“

We look forward to continuing our highly successful partnership with

Even with such a heavy signal workload, WDRB was still able
to achieve pristine HD signal quality with the UTAH-100/XFD

Utah Scientific, and not just for the unheard-of 10-year warranty and

— a remarkable feat considering that the main production

the fact that the company has some of the nicest sales professionals

feed had to be sent to the cable provider’s central hub 10

you could ask for. When push comes to shove, we know we can count

miles away from the truck, where it was then patched for

on Utah Scientific to provide equipment with bulletproof reliability for
even the most complex productions, and fantastic customer service in
the rare event that problems do arise.
Gary Schroder, Chief Engineer, WDRB-TV FOX 41

“

All over one single-mode fiber, the UTAH-100/XFD supplied
the on-site production team a wealth of extra show elements
from four sources: weather graphics, traffic updates, and the
two feeds from the airports that were supplied by the Live-U
transmitters. In addition, the link provided an Ethernet connection back to the truck, giving the production team access

redirection to the WDRB studio.
“As everyone who works with fiber knows, the longer the
fiber run, the more signal attenuation and signal degradation
you can expect,” Schroder said. “But even with a 10db pad on
the output of the UTAH-100/XFD system, we still had a solid
signal at the studio and plenty of headroom, even after going
through a 10-mile run.”
He added, “With such a complex production, we relied heavily on Utah Scientific systems — and it’s safe to say that if the
company’s fiber gear had not functioned properly, all of this
work would have (excuse the pun) ‘gone up in smoke!’”

to any content on WDRB’s network drives.
Over the same bidirectional link, the WDRB truck was able to
send the complete program feed back to the studio for delivery to air. The UTAH-100/XFD transmitted the main program
feed to a UTAH-400 Series 2 router in the WDRB studio, where
it was routed to a Utah Scientific MC-4000 digital master
control processor for playout to air. WDRB also used one of
its three Utah Scientific GS-4000 graphics systems to generate
time/temperature and station IDs for the live broadcast.
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